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Motivation

▶ Economist argue for corporate taxation that does not distort
investment decisions of firms (Brown, 1948)

▶ Neutrality sought obtained by symmetric treatment of revenues
and costs:

max
q

(1 − τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Neutral

taxes

(p − c)q︸ ︷︷ ︸
Before-tax

rents

▶ However, neutrality requires negative taxes for marginal
(loss-making) firms

▶ Most corporate income tax systems distort entry and exit, as
they lack negative taxes (Bonds and Devereux, 1995)

▶ Norway introduced negative taxes in the Norwegian petroleum
taxation in 2005 (“Leterefusjonsordningen”)
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The Norwegian refund scheme for exploration costs
2002-
reform

2005-
reform
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“The reimbursement system was introduced in 2005 to reduce the entry bar-
riers for new actors and encourage economically viable exploration activity.”

— Norwegian Petroleum, 2019
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This paper

▶ Research question: what are the effects of introducing neutrality
for marginal firms in oil exploration?

1. Did the reform increase oil exploration?
▶ Econometric identification by comparing drilling among the same

firms in the UK
▶ Estimate the effect on total investments (exploration drilling),

unsuccessful investments (dry wells), successful investments
(discoveries), and size of discoveries

2. Which firms respond?

3. Back-of-the-envelope cost-benefit analysis for 2005-2015, based
on strong assumptions
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DATA AND EMPIRICAL
APPROACH
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Principles of petroleum taxation

▶ In 2018
▶ In the UK: 30% company tax, 10% supplementary charge
▶ In Norway: 23% company tax and 55% special tax

▶ UK: stable tax rates since large reform in 1993

▶ Norway: exploration costs deductible if...
▶ firm has taxable profits:
Always The state carries 78% of costs through deductions
▶ firm has negative profits:

Pre-2002 Costs could be carried forward against future income
2002 Companies could sell their losses
2005 Refund of the tax value of exploration costs introduced
2007 Refunds can be used as collateral to protect banks against defaults

▶ In total $11bn paid in refunds during the study period
(2005-2015): 4.6% of the total taxes revenue
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Aker BP får 13 milliarder tilbake
fra staten
22 av 72 oljeselskaper bidro til statskassen i fjor. En rekke av aktørene som får
refundert letekostnader har aldri betalt skatt, men staten får likevel inn enorme
milliardsummer fra næringen.

HOVEDEIER: Kjell Inge Røkke eier 68 prosent av Aker ASA, som eier 40 prosent av Aker BP. Milliardæren er styreleder i selskapet. 

Hans Jordheim og Marius Lorentzen

(E24) Publisert: 22:12 - 03.12.2018, Oppdatert: 22:44 - 03.12.2018

Oljeselskapene som får refundert
mest

1. Aker BP – 13 milliarder

2. Wellesley Petroleum – 589 millioner

3. Faroe Petroleum – 392 millioner

4. Tellus Petroleum – 369 millioner

5. Capricorn Norge – 315 millioner

6. DNO Norge – 276 millioner

7. Tullow Oil – 241 millioner

8. North E & P – 233 millioner

9. Suncor Energy – 196 millioner

10. Edison Norge – 150 millioner

Kilde: Skatteetaten

Disse har mottatt mest refusjon uten
å betale tilbake med skatt:

1. BG* – 8,79 milliarder

2. Spring Energy / Tullow Oil – 5,42 milliarder

3. Petro-Canada / Suncor Energy – 5,15 milliarder

4. Maersk – 4,95 milliarder

5. Norwegian Energy Company – 4,02 milliarder

Dette er selskaper som aldri har betalt skatt, etter

utligning.

Kilde: Klimasti elsen.no

*Til og med 2016 pga. fusjon med Shell
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Data

▶ Study period: 1995-2015
▶ Data on location of exploration wells (1317), discoveries (486)

and facilities in Norway and the UK (NPD, OGA)
▶ Company-level tax and refund data (68 unique firms)
▶ Unit of observation: quadrant-company-year
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Control vs. treatment group
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Estimation

▶ Poisson-regression:

lnE[yijt] = βPolicyijt + βX ′
jt + γij + γit + γct

▶ yijt: Count all wells, dry wells or discoveries by company i, quadrant j, year t

▶ P olicyijt = W eakT axi × P ostt × Norwayj

▶ γij : Company-quadrant fixed-effects
▶ γit: Company-year fixed-effects
▶ γct: Country-year fixed-effects
▶ Xjt: Quadrant-level controls (facilities, historical drilling and discoveries)
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RESULTS
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Results: total exploration drilling
Event study
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Results: licences
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Results: licences
Event study
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Figure C.1: Estimated impact of the policy change using the year that license was acquired.

Notes: The graph shows the coefficients and 90% confidence intervals on a dummy taking one for the
treatment group and zero for the control group for each year with year, post-country and post-company
fixed effects. X-axis indicates the year when the drilling license was acquired. We use 2001 as the reference
year. The vertical lines indicate the changes in the deduction rules in the Norwegian petroleum tax system:
From 2002, companies were paid interest on loss carryforwards and they were allowed to sell losses to other
companies in the sector; from 2005, the companies can get the deductions as cash in hand if they are in a
tax loss position. Note, that there is no drilling on licenses given out in 2005 (see Figure C.2) and we cannot
estimate a Poisson coefficient for that year.
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Lags between licencing and drilling
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Figure C.2: Delays between license start (x-axis) and drilling (y-axis) for the treated firms.

Notes: The figure shows all the wildcat exploration wells drilled between 1995-2015 in Norway for firms in
weak tax position (treatment group). The vertical red line indicates the introduction of the refunds, 2005.
The 45 degree line is where license year equals drilling year, and the delay is given as the vertical distance
between each point and that line. Drilling year is based on the well spud date. License-year is based on the
initial year of a unique license in our data (participating firms, shape of the license). In our classification,
one license is a unique combination of a shape and the set of participating companies. Note that there is no
drilling for licenses formed in 2005. Darker dots indicate more observations. The average delay is 1.802 with
standard deviation 2.018.
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Results
The policy increases total drilling

(1) (2) (3) (4)
All wells

Treatment
1.400***
(0.501)

1.296**
(0.517)

1.374*
(0.797)

1.602**
(0.737)

Effect size (wells) 12.2 11.8 12.1 12.9
N 11802 11802 9812 5671

Time FEs Year Year
Year

Post-company
Post-country

Country-year
Company-year

Company-quadrant FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quadrant-level controls Yes Yes Yes
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Results
Firms most likely to be credit constrained respond

Sales Dividend Cash holding
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Low value
1.987**
(0.833)

2.079**
(0.854)

3.911**
(1.566)

3.924***
(1.114)

2.318**
(1.078)

2.275**
(0.996)

High value
0.167
(0.942)

0.546
(1.012)

0.721
(0.870)

0.944
(0.901)

0.755
(0.995)

1.081
(1.007)

Equality test p=0.117 p=0.242 p=0.067 p=0.045 p=0.268 p=0.416
N 7,770 5,146 7,770 5,146 7,770 5,146

Time FEs
Year

Post-company
Post-country

Country-year
Company-year

Year
Post-company
Post-country

Country-year
Company-year

Year
Post-company
Post-country

Country-year
Company-year
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Results
Impact based on firms’ tax position in 2004
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Results for discoveries and dry wells

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A - Discoveries

Treatment
0.999*
(0.564)

0.896
(0.577)

0.861
(1.358)

1.043
(1.270)

Effect size (wells) 3.1 2.9 2.8 3.2
N 5355 5355 4337 2026
Panel B - Dry wells

Treatment
1.623***
(0.508)

1.537***
(0.530)

1.417*
(0.759)

2.016**
(0.923)

Effect size (wells) 9.0 8.8 8.5 9.8
N 9492 9492 7973 4124
Marginal discovery rate 25.4% 24.7% 23.4% 24.6%
Counterfactual
discovery rate

45.3% 45.3% 50.1% 53.1%

Time FEs Year Year
Year

Post-company
Post-country

Country-year
Company-year

Company-quadrant FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quadrant-level controls Yes Yes Yes
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Results
Discovery size

Oil discoveries Gas discoveries Total discoveries
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Oil

(small=0)
Oil

(drop small)
Gas

(small=0)
Gas

(drop small)
Total

(small=0)
Total

(drop small)

Policy
-1.819
(1.310)

-0.523
(1.430)

-0.783*
(0.345)

-0.307
(0.353)

-1.609
(1.128)

-0.044
(1.125)

N 139 100 139 100 139 100
Time FE Year Year Year Year Year Year
Company-quadrant FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quadrant-level controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
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Back-of-the-envelope CBA

(a) 10% discount rate
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Back-of-the-envelope CBA
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Figure B.1: Estimated production function vs. production data for selected fields
Notes. The selected fields are (1) Cod, discovered in 1968 with 2.88 mill Sm3 recoverable oil and 7.28 bill Sm3 recoverable

gas, (2) Hod, discovered in 1974 with 10.16 mill Sm3 recoverable oil and 1.76 bill Sm3 recoverable gas, (3) Mime, discovered in

1982 with 0.37 mill Sm3 recoverable oil and 0.08 bill Sm3 recoverable gas.
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Conclusions “Leterefusjonsordningen”

▶ Led to a 66% increase in exploration
▶ The number of oil and gas discoveries increased by 28%
▶ In line with the financial friction hypothesis

▶ the new investment projects are economically profitable
▶ the response is strongest among firms most likely to be financially

constrained

▶ New investments were profitable at the 10%-discount rate
▶ They break even if the discount rate is 12.1%

For the paper, please see Investment and the timing of taxes: Evidence from a cash refund program,
by Lassi Ahlvik and Torfinn Harding, working paper, 2021
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